[Bioengineering of neural stem cell niche].
Maintenance of developmental and regenerative capability of the tissue highly depends upon mutual interaction of the stem cells with the components of their microenvironment (niche). The nature of this interaction is determined by the biochemical and biophysical properties of the niche constituencies. Although knowledge about the components of the stem cell microenvironment and their architecture is growing quickly, we still need to unravel the mechanisms underlying the control of the niche functioning, enabling stem cells differentiation and homeostasis of the tissue. Advancement in biotechnology provides tools to build up in vitro "biomimetic" microenvironments resembling a natural stem cell niche, where the cell is provided with diverse extracellular signals exerted by soluble and structural cues, mimicking those found in vivo. To obtain such microenvironment in vitro emerging nano/biotechnology methods were applied, using biomaterials of new generation, which enable controlling of the stem cell differentiation by time and special related release of the active factors. This article is providing an overview of the new research strategies for the bioengineering of the stem cell niche and gives the examples of the cell/biomaterial 2D and 3D complex systems used for basic and preclinical research as well as entering clinical applications for the therapy of the nervous system.